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Supernova neutrinos in THEIA
The explosion of a Supernova is one of the most important processes in astrophysics. A single supernova is ex-
pected to produce≈ 1058 ν 's, which can be used as messengers to study the core collapse dynamics or to probe
flavour oscillation in extreme conditions.
Joining the proposed THEIA experiment [1, 2] to the existing network of neutrino observatories will add signif-
icant information to the study of the next SN, providing a high statistics and flavour resolved measurement of
the SN neutrino spectrum.

The THEIA experiment
THEIA is an innovative multi-purpose neutrino experiment combining advantages of Water
Cherenkov and Liquid Scintillator experiments thanks to novel Water-based Liquid Scintillator
[3] target medium and advanced photodetectors [4, 5].

WbLS target
I High transparency
I Low Energy threshold

Advanced photosensors
I Cher/Scint Time separation
I Cher/Scint Chromatic sorting

Design options at SURF: THEIA-25 (25 kt, DUNE cavern), THEIA-100 (100 kt)
Broad Physics Programme

I Long Baseline, G. Yang #253
I Solar Neutrinos, M. Smiley #187

I Nucleon Decay, M. Askins #543
I 0νββ search, reactor and geo-ν, . . .
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Expected Supernova signal
Multiple detection channels

Expectations assuming a SN at 10 kpc
100 kt detector with 10% LS fraction (7% energy resolution)

I 19800 cts from IBD: ν̄e + p→ n + e+→ delayed n capture
I 1100 cts from NC int. on 16O: ν + 16O→ ν + 16O∗

I 960 cts from ES on electrons: ν + e−→ ν + e−

I 440 cts from ν̄eCC int. on 16O: ν̄e + 16O→ e+ + X (→ delayed tags)

I 340 cts from νeCC int. on 16O: νe + 16O→ e− + X (→ delayed tags)
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THEIA in the (next) big SN picture

Flavour separation
Efficient flavour tagging:
I delayed coincidence for IBD (ν̄e),
νe

16O and ν̄e
16O

I γ lines from NCO (νe + ν̄e + νx)
I directional ES signal (νe + ν̄e + νx)

↓
Flavour resolved spectroscopy

High statistics, low threshold
+Good energy resolution
↪→ time development of the ν spectrum

Supernova pointing
Efficient removal of IBD→ clean ES sample
Excellent pointing accuracy (. 2◦)

Complementarity at SURF
I Large sample of ν̄e completes the huge

statistics ofνe events expected in DUNE.
I Theia-25 can acts as SN trigger for

DUNE

Complementarity to other experiments
Same ν̄e signal as SK, HK and JUNO, but on
the opposite side of the globe→ search for
matter effect in oscillation.

The Diffuse Supernova Neutrino Background
Explosions of SN throughout the Universe history created an isotropic neutrino back-
ground which can provide unique information on the redshift-dependent SN rate, the
relative frequency of Black Hole and Neutron Star formation and on the emerging neu-
tron star equation of state.
The faint Diffuse Supernova Neutrino Background (DSNB) has not been detected yet,
and thanks to advanced background discrimination techniques THEIA has the poten-
tial to achieve a high significance evidence with relatively small exposure and, in the
long run, to perform a spectral analysis of the DSNB signal.

The DSNB signal and THEIA background
DSNB will produce mostly IBD events in THEIA (Exp. rate≈ 1 ev · yr−1 · kt−1)

Main background and reduction strategy
I Reactor: Irreducible
I Cosmogenic 9Li: cosmic muon veto
I Fast neutron:

Fiducial volume cut, Cher/Scint ratio
I Atmospheric νCC bkg: Irreducible
I Atmospheric νNC bkg (mostly on 16O):

prompt signal from nuclear fragments
+ delayed capture of free neutrons
↪→ IBD mimic
Suppression strategy
. Multi-ring rejection

Multiple particles in final states
vs single ring for IBD

. Delayed decay tagging
Exploits 15O β+ emitter, produced in 50%
of atm νNC interactions on 16O

. Cherenkov/Scintillation ratio
Nuclear fragments recoiling produce few
Cherenkov photons compared to IBD e+

↓

Expected sensitivity

I THEIA-25 5σ evidence in≈ 6 yr
I THEIA-100 5σ evidence in≈ 1 yr
I first steps at DSNB spectral analysis, together with SK-Gd and JUNO data
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